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UM News Tips
University Communications • The University of Montana • Missoula. MT 59812 • (406) 243-2522
Aug. 7, 1995
■  UM RESEARCHERS TEST MISSOULA RIVER FOR ALGAE THIS WEEK -  The
University of Montana’s Division of Biological Sciences has been flooded with telephone calls 
from Missoulians wondering why the Clark Fork River is a bright shade of green these days. The 
answer is algae, says Associate Professor Vicki Watson, who has been studying nuisance algae in 
the upper Clark Fork this summer with a grant from the Water Resource Center of the U.S. 
Geological Survey. Watson says a high level of algae has plagued the upper river all summer, but 
only recently has it become visible within the city. "The algae is bright green and real noticeable 
from all the bridges in town," she says. High levels of algae usually are associated with excess 
fertilizer going into the water from sewage treatment, septic tanks and runoff from farm Fields. 
Watson and her students will be collecting water samples near Goldsmith's Monday and Tuesday, 
Aug. 7 and 8. to measure the levels of algae in town to determine if it is really as bad as it looks.
It is hard to predict how long the algae will remain in town. If the river keeps dropping rapidly, 
the algae soon will be scorched by the sun and washed down river, Watson says. She adds that it 
is too early to tell if the algae's presence represents a new trend that should be of concern.
Watson can be reached Monday and Tuesday at 243-5153 or 549-7149. She will be out of town 
between Aug. 9 and 17.
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